Web Rules, 1

Web
 A game by Danny Johnson (co-designed by Jeremy Welch)

In the game of Web you are caught in the battle between Spiders and Flies. Spiders, by their very nature, hunt Flies for food. Flies are also trying to get food to survive, but they also must escape from being the prey of the Spiders. Who will win in the fight for survival?
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________________________________________________________________________
Introduction

1.1. Number of players
Web is for 2 players.

1.2. Game board
The game board consists of 66 pegs on which the Spider can move and 50 spaces between those pegs. On each side of the board are progress indicators for each player. The Spider has slots for placing eaten Flies and the Flies have a stockpile of inactive Flies. 
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1.3. Game pieces
There are 12 Fly pieces and 1 Spider piece. There are many rubber bands that can be used for webs. 
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________________________________________________________________________
Goal

2.1. Spider victory
The Spider wins the game if it eats 6 Flies before the Flies wins. The Spider also wins if all of the active Flies on the board are eaten.

2.2. Fly victory
The Flies win if they empty their stockpile of Flies before the Spider wins.
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________________________________________________________________________
Setup

3.1. Player setup
The players choose who will play as the Spider and the Flies.

3.2. Board setup
The player controlling the Spider places the piece on one of the starting pegs (These are the white pegs in the middle of the board). The player controlling the Flies places 3 Flies in the first row of spaces on one end of the board. The remaining 9 Flies are placed in Fly stockpile.
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________________________________________________________________________
Playing the game (overview)

4.1. Flies’ turn
The Flies move first and must use all of the available movements. 

4.2. Spider’s turn
The Spider then is able to move, eat, capture, or lay web. 

4.3. Further rounds
Play continues back and forth between players until one side wins. 

4.4. Next game
The players then switch roles and get a change to play as the other side. 

________________________________________________________________________
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Flies’ turn

5.1. Fly overview
An active Fly is one that is in the playable area, whereas an inactive Fly is one that is in the stockpile or has been eaten.
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Flies always face toward the opposite end of the board that they started at. When they reach the other side they turn around and face the other direction. 
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When a Fly is stunned it is flipped over so that the side with the X is showing. On the next turn it is flipped back over again.

5.2. Update movements
On the board is a movement counter that shows the number of movements that the Flies can use in a single turn. This counter changes depending on the number of active Flies on the board. 
If there are 2 Flies, the counter is moved to the appropriate space and the number of movements these 2 Flies have is given.
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Updating the movement counter is the first action the Flies’ controller performs each turn. This way the number of movements is known before movements are made.

5.3. Break webs and revive stunned Flies
After adjusting the movement counter the player then breaks any webs that are currently over a Fly. This only occurs when the Spider performs a capture maneuver on its turn (This will be explained in the Spider’s section). The Fly that was under the web is still stunned and cannot move on this turn. However, a Fly that has been previously stunned and does not have a web over it should be flipped back over to its normal state at this time. That Fly is placed on the space that it intended to move to before it ran into the web.

5.4. Move
The total number of movements, as shown on the movement counter, can be distributed in any way among all active Flies. For example, all movements can be used on a single Fly to move it very far. 
The Flies are able to move forward, left, or right, but not backwards. A Fly changes its direction only when it reaches the end of the board.
A Fly cannot stop on a space that is occupied by another Fly, but can move through it to reach another space.
All movements must be used to end the Flies’ turn.

5.5. Moving into webs
The Spider will be laying down webs to catch the Flies in. There will be situations where you have to move through a web to continue on. This stuns the Fly for a moment but also breaks the web in that spot.
To move into a web spend a movement as though the Fly were going to the next space but stop where the web is located. 
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Now remove one end of the rubber band from a peg to show that the web is broken. Flip that Fly over so that it shows that it is stunned. This Fly can no longer be moved when it is stunned. 
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5.6. Waking up a Fly
A Fly that has been stunned can be woken up on the same turn that it was stunned on. To do this a Fly must pass over the stunned Fly and spend 2 extra movements in addition to the 1 movement that it takes to pass over the Fly. The Fly that has been woken up is placed on space that it was originally trying to move to before it got caught in the web. If this is not possible, then move the Fly backwards to the space behind them.

5.7. Being eaten
A Fly can only be eaten when it is stunned or if it has been surrounded on all sides by webs. If a Fly is eaten it is taken from the board and put onto the Spiders tummy tally (one of the six spaces on the Spider’s side of the board). Watch out because the Spider is now closer to winning, and will win the game if all six spaces in its tummy are filled up.

5.8. Reaching the fruit
When a Fly reaches the fruit another Fly is put onto the board, and they both face back toward the other end of the board.
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Doing this increases the number of active Flies which not only boosts your overall movement but gets you closer to winning the game 
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________________________________________________________________________
Spider’s turn

6.1. Spider overview
Each turn the Spider gets 6 action points which can be spent to perform a variety of maneuvers. These points can be spent on any combination of actions, but all 6 must be spent to end the Spider’s turn.

6.2. Moving
The Spider can move from one peg to another by spending 1 action point. Movements can only be made to adjacent pegs, and cannot be diagonal. 
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6.3. Laying web
The Spider can spend 2 action points to lay a web from one point to another. The Spider must start on one peg and move to an adjacent peg and the web will be stretched there. Diagonals are not allowed. 
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6.4. Web surfing
Once the Spider has already laid webs on the board it can move across them easily. The Spider can spend 1 action point to move from one peg to any other peg that is connected by a continuous web.
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6.5. Repairing webs
When a Fly runs into a web, that web is partially broken but can be easily fixed. The Spider can spend 1 action point to reconnect a web at the point that it is dangling from.
The Spider can even connect the web to a different peg than the one that it was originally attached to.

6.6. Eating
To eat a Fly it must be stunned after having run into a web or surrounded on all sides by webs.
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 The Spider can eat a stunned Fly by spending 2 action points to move over the Fly’s location.
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That Fly is then removed from the playing area and placed on the Spiders tummy tally.
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If the Fly is surrounded then the Spider must move to one of surrounding pegs and spend 2 action points to eat the Fly. The Spider wins when it eats its sixth victim and fills up his tummy.

6.7. Re-stunning
If the Spider does not want to, or cannot, eat a stunned Fly it can instead choose to re-stun the Fly. This is done by spending 1 action point to move over the Fly and create a new web, but one that will be broken immediately at the beginning of the Flies’ turn. This can be convenient for when you want to save a snack for later.
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________________________________________________________________________
Further rounds

7.1. Keep playing
When one player’s turn is over the other player will go, and so on. The game doesn’t end until the Spider or the Flies win, so keep taking turns until this happens. 
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________________________________________________________________________
Next game

8.1. Playing again
After one player wins the game switch sides so that the player who was the Flies is now playing as the Spider, and the Spider player now is in control of the Flies.

